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Smarter Marketing at wehkamp.nl 

The Need 

Each week, wehkamp.nl receives more than one million unique visitors to its website, with many of these 

visitors continuing on to other online retailers after perusing the company’s wares. Recognizing the 

immense value that could be tapped by recapturing the interest and sales of these browsers, the business 

wished to put in place a comprehensive behavioral retargeting program that would offer online shoppers a 

more personalized experience. Ideally, this new strategy would combine display ads, personalized emails 

and on-site product recommendations to capture the interest and Euros of online shoppers. 

The Solution 

When potential shoppers view the company’s website, IBM Smarter Marketing collects the user’s recent 

browsing and shopping cart history. The IBM technology tracks and analyzes the gathered information, 

enabling the creation of complex buyer models based on recorded shopping trends and behaviors. The 

IBM solution then automatically generates real-time product recommendations specific to individual users.  

 

wehkamp.nl performs further analysis and tracking of the collected purchase information, matching buying 

trends with shopper demographics and geographic data. The consolidated information is subsequently 

stored in a centralized data mart, with the Smarter Marketing solution supporting users as they build out 

marketing campaigns and associated campaign logic. The business can then coordinate with third-party 

online marketers to display personalized banner ads or support targeted and personalized email 

campaigns. 

 

For more information: wehkamp.nl case study 
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An anonymous 

customer browses the 

wehkamp.nl website 



The customer goes to a 

third party website and 

sees a personalized 

banner 

Impact: personalized 

banners have a 500%+ 

higher CTR 



Customer clicks the ad, 

returns to the website and 

orders the product 

Impact: ROI of 

personalized banners is 

15x higher, due to higher 

CTR, higher conversion 

and higher order value 

However – there is an 

issue, an error message 

(‘fill in name’) keeps 

popping up, even if a 

name is entered. The 

customer abandons the 

process 



The customer tweets 

about the issue. 

 

Wehkamp.nl webcare 

replays the web session 

to identify the issue.  

This seems to be 

caused by an old 

browser version. 

The webcare team then 

contacts the customer. 

However the customer 

does not respond 

Impact: Time to resolve 

the issue is significantly 

reduced 



Dit is de nieuwe Apple iMac 

27 inch…. 

A few days later, the 

customer receives an 

email, highlighting some 

of the recently viewed 

products. 

 

The customer is curious 

whether he can purchase 

now, returns to the 

website, and makes the 

purchase 

Impact: CTR on 

personalized emails is 

3x higher 

Sales is more than 4x 

higher 



The customer receives the order 

confirmation email, with recommended 

accessories. As the customer previously 

showed an interest in HP laptops, 

wehkamp.nl recommends an HP printer 

Impact: sales from cross selling have 

doubled due to personalized suggestions 

 

Automation of this process allowed 5 fte 

to be freed up for other tasks 



The customer goes to the 

website and places the order 

A week later, the customer 

receives the weekly email, 

and sees the same 

accessory again. 

Fact: 98% of emails at 

wehkamp.nl is personalized 

Impact: personalized emails 

have a 67% lower opt out, 

and 270% increased sales 



Beste Meneer Hoppen, door 

het schrijven van een review 

help je andere klanten en 

laat je ons weten wat je van 

je Apple computer vindt. 

After two weeks the customer 

gets an email, asking to write a 

review about the Apple product 

Impact: customers that write 

reviews have 50% higher 

customer value. Products that 

have many reviews have 30% 

lower product returns. 



The customer then browses 

around on the wehkamp.nl 

website and looks at the jeans 

overview page. 

 

This page is personalized 

again, and shows expensive 

designer jeans at the top of the 

page, as analysis shows that 

customers who buy Apple 

products also buy more 

expensive jeans 

Impact: cross portfolio 

optimization generates a 

10% increase in revenue due 

to increased cross sell across 

the portfolio, as well as higher 

margin products 


